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The arrival of COVID-19 restrictions saw UK businesses rapidly embracing
digital transformation.
Whilst initially a Government imperative, working from home (WFH) is, for many,
fast becoming the norm. Corporate transactions and processes moved online,
meetings and presentations to video-conferencing platforms.
The speed with which companies moved to minimise business disruption was
admirable. But whilst bringing many beneﬁts, the digitally enabled “new normal”
has also brought risks. Aside from those associated with remote working, these
include the growing use of COVID-19 to enable cybercrime.
In this era of digital dependence, how well protected is your business against
existing, new and emerging cyber risks?

Your business can beneﬁt from our advice
as we carefully assess the nature, scope and
value of cover you require.

OUR CYBER
INSURANCE
SERVICES

We can also facilitate access to specialist
resources that will help you adopt best
practice, including legal and regulatory
updates, risk management expertise and
cyber security awareness.

Over many years, RBIG have
gained extensive experience and
become highly knowledgeable in
cyber insurance.

As ever, we are committed to the highest
standards of personal service and will be
happy to arrange bespoke cover, including
combined liabilities.

IT’S TIME TO
PROTECT AGAINST
CYBER CRIME
Whilst far from the only facilitator of cybercrime, COVID-19 has created a fresh threat. The coronavirus
has been exploited for thousands of online scams, malware attacks, phishing, advanced fee frauds and
fake online trading.
The wider threat is clear. In 2020, the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau reported that 86% of fraud is
cyber-enabled.1 This year alone, hacking and ransomware attacks have hit the headlines, with major
disruption, cost and reputational damage impacting an international airline, social media platform,
smartwatch manufacturer, travel management specialist and foreign exchange service.
But it’s not just big names that are targets. Nearly one in three businesses reported suffering cyber
security breaches or attacks over a 12 month period. 2
That’s why it’s never been more important to secure cyber insurance and protect your business.

National Cyber Security Centre
April 2020.

“

CYBER CRIME IS ONE OF THE
FASTEST-GROWING BUSINESSES
RIGHT NOW

“

“
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….CRIMINALS ARE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
THE INCREASED SECURITY VULNERABILITIES
ARISING FROM REMOTE WORKING TO
STEAL DATA, GENERATE PROFITS AND
CAUSE DISRUPTION

“

IT’S EXPECTED THAT THE FREQUENCY AND
SEVERITY OF COVID-19 RELATED CYBER
ATTACKS WILL INCREASE OVER THE
COMING WEEKS AND MONTHS

“

“

Interpol

August 2020. 4

Jesus Mantas, IBM
July 2020. 5

“

“

…THIS PANDEMIC OFFERS CYBER ATTACKERS UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES TO LEVERAGE
EXISTING ATTACK TACTICS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES TO EXPLOIT NEW
OPPORTUNITIES CREATED BY A MASSIVE INCREASE OF EMPLOYEES WORKING FROM HOME,
CHILDREN USING HOME COMPUTERS FOR SCHOOLING, AS WELL AS THE HUMAN FACTOR
AND EMOTIONS CAUSED BY THE PANDEMIC
ECHO European Network of Cyber Security Centres
May 2020. 6

Sources: 7. IBM; Cost of a Data Breach report 2020. 8. Trend Micro research reported in Info Security Magazine; Cloud
Misconﬁgurations a Major Compliance Risk, Say IT Decision Makers. 9. Information Commissioner’s Annual Report &
Financial Statements 2019-20 (PDF)
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DAMMING DATA
BREACH COSTS

Behind cybercrime, the two biggest causes of

quarter saying they had suffered such incidents in

data breaches are old-fashioned human error

the past year.

and system faults.
Such breaches can be costly. Risks include
WFH has increased concerns about data

exposure to third party claims for failure to

breaches and their cost.

effectively safeguard personal or conﬁdential
data, liability for costs associated with payment

Research by the Ponemon Institute found 76% of

card security standard violations and regulatory

respondents reporting remote working would

penalties for breaching GDPR, Privacy &

increase the time taken to identify and contain a

Electronic Communications (PECR) and Network

data breach, with 70% saying it would increase

& Information Systems (NIS) and other

the cost.7

regulations.

The same survey found that 25% of data

In 2019-20, the Information Commissioner’s

breaches were caused by system glitches and

Ofﬁcer conducted over 2,100 investigations, with

23% by human error.

regulatory action taken in relation to 234 data

Data may also be deliberately compromised by
employees for ﬁnancial or malicious motives.

breaches. Fines of up to £500,000 were issued. 9
The risks are real. So are the costs. Cyber
insurance can protect your business on both

CLOUD CONCERNS
Growing dependence of cloud services has also

counts, providing access to expert preventative
resources and providing cover for a range of costs
associated with data breaches.

increased security concerns. Some 95% of IT
decision makers say cloud misconﬁgurations
present a data risk, of which 41% categorise the
danger as “great.” Nearly two-thirds were
extremely or very concerned about the legal and
regulatory compliance implications of cloud
threats like misconﬁguration, with more than a

Sources: 7. IBM; Cost of a Data Breach report 2020. 8. Trend Micro research reported in Info Security Magazine; Cloud
Misconﬁgurations a Major Compliance Risk, Say IT Decision Makers. 9. Information Commissioner’s Annual Report &
Financial Statements 2019-20 (PDF)
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HOW CAN
WE HELP?

CYBER INSURANCE IS A SPECIALIST FIELD
Finding the right cover to protect your business against the speciﬁc risks it faces may not be straightforward.
At RBIG, our highly knowledgeable advisors - whose commercial insurance experience spans a broad range
of industries and professions - are committed to researching and sourcing the best available solution for
every client.
But we’re not just here to win your business. We can facilitate a 360 0 service which includes the support of a
dedicated, in-house claims team ready to advocate on your behalf and speed settlement.

To arrange your conﬁdential cyber insurance consultation:



Call us on 0161 304 5047



Email on enquiries@rbig.com

RATED “EXCELLENT”

THE CYBER INSURANCE SOLUTIONS AND BENEFITS WE
CAN ARRANGE INCLUDE:*
• Personal and commercial data breaches from security or
system failures (from computer, cloud and mobile devices
or paperwork)

• Cyber extortion – including investigation and
ransom costs

• Rewards – costs paid for information leading to a
conviction for committing or attempting to commit an
illegal act related to policy cover

• Denial of service (DoS), hacking and viruses

• Dependent business interruption – covering loss of
income and expenses caused by a computer failure at a
third party upon which your business relies (eg. data
centre)

• Reputational harm – covering ﬁnancial losses caused by
reputational damage (eg. through adverse media reports)

• Public relations - cover for professional PR support to
help protect corporate and brand reputation following a
breach - or suspected breach - of data or security

• Regulatory breaches

• Payment card data security breaches

• Betterment – cover for enhancing IT security following a

• Choice of indemnity limits

breach where improvement can prevent a similar breach

• Telecommunication services fraud
• Business interruption – covering loss of income,
computer system restoration costs

• Cyber crime, including social engineering fraud
• Combined liabilities – we can arrange cyber
insurance as part of a wider commercial and liability
insurance solution.

* The availability of beneﬁts will depend upon the recommended insurer and policy. Some beneﬁts may require additional premium.
Cover limits and policy restrictions vary. Cover subject to underwriting criteria and underwriters’ terms and conditions. It is
important that you understand the extent and limits of cover by carefully reading your policy documents before taking out insurance.
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